The United States and China Since World War II: A Brief History

“Capping a remarkable career of five decades involving personal interaction with many of the scholars and practitioners on both sides of the Pacific, Dr. Chi Wang once again deepens our understanding of the evolving Sino-American relationship.”

Robert Sutter, Professor International Affairs, GWU

“This volume will find an honored place on the bookshelves of scholars, students, and informed citizens alike.”

David M. Lampton, Director of China Studies, SAIS

“Dr. Wang’s comprehensive and balanced analysis provides the insight of someone who has lived his subject matter.”


“He provides in this slim volume essential background for understanding the challenges that lie ahead for the United States in dealing with China’s growing prominence on the world stage.”

Ambassador J. Stapleton Roy

Available in hardcover and paperback. Find online at Amazon or www.mesharpe.com.

Building A Better Chinese Collection For The Library of Congress

Dr. Chi Wang, former Library of Congress Chinese section chief, chronicles the modest beginnings of the Chinese collection and its transformation into the largest Chinese archives outside Asia.

“Extraordinarily relevant for a new generation of librarians and scholars of Chinese studies.”

Dr. Chenghi Wang, Columbia University
C.V. Starr East Asian Library

“Academic in style and scope, Wang has collected his various writings that center on Chinese culture, publishing and library collections.”

Kirkus Reviews

“Wang makes a significant contribution to the growing body of library literature on Chinese and East Asian collections in the United States, and this volume will be useful in the fields of China studies and library and information science, especially from the historical perspective.”

American Reference Books Annual

Available in stores or online at Amazon and www.rowan.com/Scarecrow
Advertising 43(a)

**NEW & BEST-SELLING BOOKS IN HISTORY**

**NEW**

**Congotay! Congotay!**
A Global History of Caribbean Food
Candice Goucher
December 2013 • 288 pages • 978-0-7656-4218-6 PB $24.95
Sharpe E-text 978-6-7656-4218-6 $13.95

**Invisible Stars**
A Social History of Women in American Broadcasting
Second Edition
Donna L. Halper
January 2014 • 408 pages • 978-0-7656-3870-6 PB $32.95
Sharpe E-text 978-6-7656-3872-0 $17.95

**South Asia in the World**
An Introduction
Susan Snow Wadley, Ed.
December 312 pages • 978-0-7656-3657-7 PB $29.95
Sharpe E-text 978-6-7656-3994-1 $17.95

**The American Century**
A History of the United States Since the 1890s
Seventh Edition
Walter LaFeber, Richard Polenberg, and Nancy Woloch
552 pages • Includes online instructor and student resources.
978-0-7656-3494-9 PB $92.95
Sharpe E-text 978-6-7656-3485-6 $29.95

Also as separate volumes —

**Volume 1:** A History of the United States from 1860 to 1941
208 pages • 978-0-7656-4044-4 PB $29.95
Sharpe E-text 978-6-7656-4046-1 $16.95

**Volume 2:** A History of the United States Since 1941
392 pages • 978-0-7656-3486-3 PB $37.95
Sharpe E-text 978-6-7656-3487-0 $19.95

**New edition**

**Computers, Visualization, and History**
How New Technology Will Transform Our Understanding of the Past
Second Edition
David J. Staley
216 pages • 978-0-7656-3387-3 PB $29.95
Sharpe E-text 978-6-7656-3389-7 $15.95

**Industrialization and the Transformation of American Life**
A Brief Introduction
Jonathan Reece
180 pages • 978-0-7656-2256-4 PB $26.95
Sharpe E-text 978-6-7656-3755-0 $13.95

**The World That Trade Created**
Society, Culture, and the World Economy, 1400 to the Present
Third Edition
Kenneth Pomeranz and Steven Topik
344 pages • 978-0-7656-2356-3 PB $42.95
Sharpe E-text 978-6-7656-3648-9 $13.95

**The History of American Foreign Policy from 1895**
Fourth Edition
Jerald A. Combs
560 pages • 978-0-7656-3350-7 PB $49.95
Sharpe E-text 978-6-7656-3351-4 $27.95

**The Making of India**
A Political History
Third Edition
Rambir Vohra
472 pages • 978-0-7656-2367-6 PB $36.95
Sharpe E-text 978-6-7656-2964-5 $21.95

**Voices of South Asia**
Essential Readings from Antiquity to the Present
Patrick Peebles, Ed.
206 pages • 978-0-7656-2372-0 PB $22.95
Sharpe E-text 978-6-7656-3481-8 $18.95

**Western Civilization**
A Global and Comparative Approach
Kenneth L. Campbell
Volume I: To 1715
496 pages • 978-0-7656-2253-2 PB $47.95
Sharpe E-text 978-6-7656-3026-9 $20.95

Volume II: Since 1600
520 pages • 978-0-7656-2254-9 PB $49.95
Sharpe E-text 978-6-7656-2514-0 $27.95

Prices subject to change without notice.

**Sharpe/Online Reference**

“First rate. The database is exceedingly simple to use. Recommended.” — Choice

**Three New Titles**

**American Immigration**
An Encyclopedia of Political, Social, and Cultural Change
Second Edition
Revised Volume Set
James Ciment and John Radzilowski, Eds.

**Culture Wars in America**
An Encyclopedia of Issues, Viewpoints, and Voices
Two-Volume Set
Roger Chapman and James Ciment, Eds.

**World Clothing and Fashion**
An Encyclopedia of History, Culture, and Social Influence
Two-Volume Set
Mary Ellen Smogdoss

www.sharpe-online.com
Also available in print editions.

**M.E. Sharpe**
TO ORDER: Call 800-541-6563 • Fax 914-273-2106 • Online www.mesharps.com
Best in Scholarship from Cambridge!

A Concise History of Switzerland*
Clive H. Church and Randolph C. Head
Cambridge Concise Histories

A History of Modern Morocco*
Susan Gilson Miller

A History of Prejudice*
Race, Caste, and Difference in India and the United States
Gyanendra Pandey

After the Civil War*
Making Memory and Re-Making Spain since 1936
Michael Richards

Allen Dulles, the OSS, and Nazi War Criminals
The Dynamics of Selective Prosecution
Kerstin von Lingen

Second Edition
America in the World
The Historiography of American Foreign Relations since 1941
Edited by Frank Costigliola and Michael J. Hogan

American Grand Strategy in the Mediterranean during World War II
Andrew Buchanan

American Labor and Economic Citizenship
New Capitalism from World War I to the Great Depression
Mark Hendrickson

Studies in Environment and History

An Environmental History of Russia*
Paul Josephson, Nicolai Dronin, Ruben Mnatsakanian, Aleh Cherp, Dmitry Efremenko, and Vladislav Larin

Environmental Infrastructure in African History
Examining the Myth of Natural Resource Management in Namibia
Emmanuel Kreike

Guano and the Opening of the Pacific World
A Global Ecological History
Gregory T. Cushman

Cambridge Military Histories

Bombing the People
Giulio Douhet and the Foundations of Air-Power Strategy, 1884–1939
Thomas Hippler

Haig's Intelligence
GHQ and the German Army, 1916–1918
Jim Beach

Americomania and the French Revolution Debate in Britain, 1789–1802
Wil Verhoeven

Antisemitism and the American Far Left*
Stephen H. Norwood

Between Court and Confessional
The Politics of Spanish Inquisitors
Kimberly Lynn

*Avaliable in Hardback and Paperback.

www.cambridge.org
@CambUP_History

VISIT
BOOTH #700
and SAVE 20%

VISIT
BOOTH #700
and SAVE 20%

www.cambridge.org
@CambUP_History

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
Best in Scholarship from Cambridge!

Black Germany
The Making and Unmaking of a Diaspora Community, 1884–1960
Robbie Aitken and Eve Rosenhaft

Channelling Mobilities
Migration and Globalisation in the Suez Canal Region and Beyond, 1869–1914
Valeska Huber

James Thompson

Chiefdoms, Collapse and Coalescence in the Early American South
Robin Beck
Foreword by Charles M. Hudson

Cambridge Studies on the American South

Claiming the Union
Citizenship in the Post-Civil War South
Susanna Michele Lee

Masters, Slaves, and Exchange*
Power’s Purchase in the Old South
Kathleen M. Hilliard

The Merchants’ Capital
New Orleans and the Political Economy of the Nineteenth-Century South
Scott P. Marler

Thomas Jefferson’s Ethics and the Politics of Human Progress
The Morality of a Slaveholder
Ari Helo

Business in the Age of Extremes
Essays in Modern German and Austrian Economic History
Edited by Hartmut Berghoff, Jürgen Kocka, and Dieter Ziegler

German Immigrants, Race, and Citizenship in the Civil War Era
Alison Clark Efford

German Merchants in the Nineteenth-Century Atlantic
Lars Maischak

GIs in Germany
The Social, Economic, Cultural and Political History of the American Military Presence
Edited by Thomas W. Maulucci, Jr. and Detlef Junker

The East German Economy, 1945–2010
Falling Behind or Catching Up?
Edited by Hartmut Berghoff and Uta A. Balbier

www.cambridge.org
@CambUP_History

*Available in Hardback and Paperback.
Disasters and the American State
How Politicians, Bureaucrats, and the Public Prepare for the Unexpected
Patrick S. Roberts
Second Edition
Early Modern Europe, 1450–1789*
Merry E. Wiesner-Hanks
Cambridge History of Europe

Enoch Powell and the Making of Postcolonial Britain
Camilla Schofield

Epic Lives and Monasticism in the Middle Ages, 800–1050
Anna Lisa Taylor

European Colonization since 1700*
James Lehning

The Enlightenment*
Dorinda Outram

Foreign Intervention in Africa*
From the Cold War to the War on Terror
Elizabeth Schmidt
New Approaches to African History

Imperial Portugal in the Age of Atlantic Revolutions
The Luso-Brazilian World, c.1770–1850
Gabriel Paquette

Imperial Rule and the Politics of Nationalism*
Anti-Colonial Protest in the French Empire
Adria K. Lawrence

Iraq in Wartime*
Soldiering, Martyrdom, and Remembrance
Dina Rizk Khoury

Now in paperback!
Kiev 1941
David Stahel

Family, Law, and Inheritance in America
A Social and Legal History of Nineteenth-Century Kentucky
Yvonne Pitts

Making the Modern American Fiscal State
Law, Politics, and the Rise of Progressive Taxation, 1877–1929
Ajay K. Mehrotra

Germans to Poles
Communism, Nationalism and Ethnic Cleansing after the Second World War
Hugo Service

Individuality and Modernity in Berlin
Self and Society from Weimar to the Wall
Moritz Föllmer

Protest, Reform and Repression in Khrushchev’s Soviet Union
Robert Hornsby

West Germany and the Global Sixties
The Anti-Authoritarian Revolt, 1962–1978
Timothy Scott Brown

Law and Identity in Colonial South Asia
Parsi Legal Culture, 1772–1947
Mitra Sharafi

The Fascists and the Jews of Italy
Mussolini’s Race Laws, 1938–1943
Michael A. Livingston

*Available in Hardback and Paperback.
Best in Scholarship from Cambridge!

**Mill and Paternalism**
Gregory Claeys

**Nations**
The Long History and Deep Roots of Political Ethnicity and Nationalism
Azar Gat
With Alexander Yakobson

**Red Nations**
The Nationalities Experience in and after the USSR
Jeremy Smith

**Secularism and Religion in Nineteenth-Century Germany**
The Rise of the Fourth Confession
Todd H. Weir

**Sex, Freedom, and Power in Imperial Germany, 1880–1914**
Edward Ross Dickinson

**Slavery and the Enlightenment in the British Atlantic, 1750–1807**
Justin Roberts

**Slavery, Race, and Conquest in the Tropics**
Lincoln, Douglas, and the Future of Latin America
Robert E. May

**The American State from the Civil War to the New Deal**
The Twilight of Constitutionalism and the Triumph of Progressivism
Paul D. Moreno

**The Anatomy of Revolution Revisited**
A Comparative Analysis of England, France, and Russia
Bailey Stone

**The Arabs of the Ottoman Empire, 1516–1918**
A Social and Cultural History
Bruce Masters

**The Business of Waste**
Great Britain and Germany, 1945 to the Present
Raymond G. Stokes, Roman Köster, and Stephen C. Sambrook

**The Cambridge History of Science**
Volume 2: Medieval Science
David C. Lindberg and Michael H. Shank
The Cambridge History of Science

**The Cold War in South Asia**
Britain, the United States and the Indian Subcontinent, 1945–1965
Paul M. McCarr

---

*Available in Hardback and Paperback.
Best in Scholarship from Cambridge!

The Coming of the Holocaust* From Anti-Semitism to Genocide
Peter Kenez

The New Cambridge History of American Foreign Relations
4 Volume Set
The New Cambridge History of American Foreign Relations

The New Middle East* Protest and Revolution in the Arab World
Edited by Fawaz A. Gerges

The Origins of Global Humanitarianism
Religion, Empires, and Advocacy
Peter Stamatov
Cambridge Studies in Social Theory, Religion and Politics

The Politics of Prohibition
American Governance and the Prohibition Party, 1869–1933
Lisa M. F. Andersen

The Republican Army in the Spanish Civil War, 1936–1939
Michael Alpert

The Soviet Occupation of Germany
Hunger, Mass Violence and the Struggle for Peace, 1945–1947
Filip Slavéski

The State of Freedom* A Social History of the British State since 1800
Patrick Joyce

The War Inside Psychoanalysis, Total War, and the Making of the Democratic Self in Postwar Britain
Michal Shapira
Studies in the Social and Cultural History of Modern Warfare

U.S.-Habsburg Relations from 1815 to the Paris Peace Conference
Sovereignty Transformed
Nicole M. Phelps

Western Union and the Creation of the American Corporate Order, 1845–1893
Joshua D. Wolff

When Hollywood Was Right
How Movie Stars, Studio Moguls, and Big Business Remade American Politics
Donald T. Critchlow

The Woman Suffrage Movement in America
A Reassessment
Corrine M. McConnaughy

Transatlantic Abolitionism in the Age of Revolution
An International History of Anti-slavery, c.1787–1820
J. R. Oldfield
Critical Perspectives on Empire

YIVO and the Making of Modern Jewish Culture
Scholarship for the Yiddish Nation
Cecile Esther Kuznitz

*Available in Hardback and Paperback.

www.cambridge.org
@CambUP_History

VISIT BOOTH #700 and SAVE 20%

*Available in Hardback and Paperback.
NEW BOOKS FROM ROUTLEDGE

Visit our booth for a 20% discount!

The American Revolution Reader
Edited by Denver Brunsman and David J. Silverman

A New History of Asian America
Shelley Sang-Hee Lee

Ways of War
American Military History from the Colonial Era to the Twenty-First Century
Matthew S. Muehlbauer and David J. Ulbrich

Liberty and Union
A Constitutional History of the United States
Edgar McManus and Tara Helfman

A Global History of the Developing World
Christopher White

Machiavelli
Robert Black

NEW IN PAPERBACK!
The Victorian World
Edited by Martin Hewitt

2ND EDITION
The European World 1500–1800
An Introduction to Early Modern History
Edited by Beat Kümin

Liberty and Union
Robert Black

The Cultural History Reader
Edited by Peter McCall and Ben Marsden

The Routledge Guide to Interviewing
Oral History, Social Enquiry and Investigation
Sean McConville and Anna Bryson

FREE ACCESS
EXPLORE ROUTLEDGE HISTORY JOURNALS

Take a look at our extensive portfolio of history journals with 14 days' free access* to recent volumes from over 70 journals, including:

- First World War Studies
- History and Technology
- Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History
- Journal of Medieval History
- Labor History
- Rethinking History
- The Sixties
- Slavery & Abolition
- Social History
- Women's History Review
And many more...

Drop by the Routledge booth to browse these journals or view the full list online and start your free access now.

Simply go to www.tandfonline.com/r/history and sign in or register.

*Online access for 14 days from activation, to selected journal articles. Voucher can only be activated once and is valid until 12/31/2014.

www.tandfonline.com

www.facebook.com/RoutledgeHistory
@RoutledgeHist

Routledge...think about it
www.routledge.com/history
Women in American History

Anna Howard Shaw
The Work of Woman Suffrage
TRISHA FRANZEN
Hardcover $97.00, Paperback $30.00, e-book Available March 2014

When Tenants Claimed the City
The Struggle for Citizenship in New York City Housing
ROBERTA GOLD
Hardcover $55.00

Immigrant Voices
New Lives in America, 1773–2000
Edited by THOMAS DUBLIN
Paperback $28.00, e-book Available April 2014

Nikkei Baseball
Japanese American Players from Immigration and Internment to the Major Leagues
SAMUEL O. REGALADO
Paperback $25.00, e-book

Islanders in the Empire
Filipino and Puerto Rican Laborers in Hawai‘i
JOANNA POBLETE
Hardcover $55.00, The Asian American Experience Available April 2014

Asian Americans in Dixie
Race and Migration in the South
Edited by KHYATI Y. JOSHI and JIGNA DESAI
Paperback $28.00, e-book The Asian American Experience

In Defense of Justice
Joseph Kurihara and the Japanese American Struggle for Equality
EILEEN H. TAMURA
Hardcover $40.00, The Asian American Experience

The Samuel Gompers Papers, Volume 13
Cumulative Index
SAMUEL GOMPERS, Edited by PETER J. ALBERT and GRACE PALLADINO
Unjacketed Hardcover $50.00

Queer Migration Politics
Activist Rhetoric and Coalitional Possibilities
KARMA R. CHÁVEZ
Hardcover $95.00, Paperback $27.00, e-book Feminist Media Studies

Qualifying Times
Points of Change in U.S. Women’s Sport
JAIME SCHULTZ
Paperback $26.00, e-book Sport and Society Available February 2014

Women in American History

No Votes for Women
The New York State Anti-Suffrage Movement
SUSAN GOODIER
Paperback $25.00, e-book

Immigrant Women Workers in the Neoliberal Age
Edited by NILDA FLORES-GONZÁLEZ, ANNA ROMINA GUEVARA, MAURA TORO-MORN, and GRACE CHANG
Paperback $28.00, e-book

Asian Americans in Dixie
Race and Migration in the South
Edited by KHYATI Y. JOSHI and JIGNA DESAI
Paperback $28.00, e-book The Asian American Experience

In Defense of Justice
Joseph Kurihara and the Japanese American Struggle for Equality
EILEEN H. TAMURA
Hardcover $40.00, The Asian American Experience

The Samuel Gompers Papers, Volume 13
Cumulative Index
SAMUEL GOMPERS, Edited by PETER J. ALBERT and GRACE PALLADINO
Unjacketed Hardcover $50.00

Queer Migration Politics
Activist Rhetoric and Coalitional Possibilities
KARMA R. CHÁVEZ
Hardcover $95.00, Paperback $27.00, e-book Feminist Media Studies

History of the Present
A journal of critical history
JOAN W. SCOTT, ANDREW AISENBERG, BRIAN CONNOLLY, BEN KAFKA, SYLVIA SCHAFFER, & MRINALINI SINHA

Journals

Polish American Studies
Edited by JAMES S. PULA

The Polish Review
Edited by TIMOTHY F. KEARNEY

Scandinavian Studies
Edited by SUSAN BRANTLY

For subscription and pricing information, visit www.press.uillinois.edu/journals

Our e-books are available on Kindle, Google Play, NOOK, Kobo, and other formats and devices. Select titles are also available through libraries from ebrary, MyLibrary, JSTOR, Project MUSE/UPCC, and ACLS Humanities E-Book.
NEW from UNC PRESS

BOOTH 916

MAKING FREEDOM
The Underground Railroad and the Politics of Slavery
R. J. M. Blackett
136 pages $27.95 cloth

WITH MALICE TOWARD SOME
Treason and Loyalty in the Civil War Era
William A. Blair
496 pages $40.00 cloth

RIVERS OF GOLD, LIVES OF BONDAGE
Governing through Slavery in Colonial Quito
Sherwin K. Bryant
256 pages $35.00 cloth

THE REVOLUTION IS FOR THE CHILDREN
The Politics of Childhood in Havana and Miami, 1959-1962
Anita Casavantes Bradford
288 pages $32.95 paper

DRESS CASUAL
How College Students Redefined American Style
Deirdre Clemente
224 pages $29.95 cloth

CONCEIVING FREEDOM
Women of Color, Gender, and the Abolition of Slavery in Havana and Rio de Janeiro
Camillia Cowling
344 pages $69.95 cloth / $34.95 paper

LEARNING FROM THE WOUNDED
The Civil War and the Rise of American Medical Science
Shauna Devine
384 pages $39.95 cloth

FROM COVERALLS TO ZOOT SUITS
The Lives of Mexican American Women on the World War II Home Front
Elizabeth R. Escobedo
256 pages $34.95 cloth

THE STORIED SOUTH
Voices of Writers and Artists
William Ferris
Includes a CD of original interviews and a DVD of original film
288 pages $35.00 cloth
Also available as an Enhanced E-Book

TWO TROUBLED SOULS
An Eighteenth-Century Couple’s Spiritual Journey in the Atlantic World
Aaron Spencer Fogleman
336 pages $39.95 cloth

THE LATINO GENERATION
Voices of the New America
Mario T. Garcia
288 pages $34.95 cloth

VISIONS OF FREEDOM
Piero Gleijeses
680 pages $40.00 cloth

SEEING RACE IN MODERN AMERICA
Matthew Pratt Guterl
264 pages $34.95 cloth

THE TRIALS OF LAURA FAIR
Sex, Murder, and Insanity in the Victorian West
Carole Haber
328 pages $39.95 cloth

REMEMBERING THE CIVIL WAR
Reunion and the Limits of Reconciliation
Caroline E. Janney
464 pages $55.00 cloth

THE SINO-SOVIET ALLIANCE
An International History
Austin Jersild
384 pages $36.95 cloth

SISTER THORN AND CATHOLIC MYSTICISM IN MODERN AMERICA
Paula M. Kane
328 pages $39.95 cloth

BUILDING A LATINO CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT
Puerto Ricans, African Americans, and the Pursuit of Racial Justice in New York City
Sonia Song-Ha Lee
336 pages $34.95 cloth

ATLANTA, CRADLE OF THE NEW SOUTH
Race and Remembering in the Civil War’s Aftermath
William A. Link
264 pages $34.95 cloth

THE AGE OF YOUTH IN ARGENTINA
Culture, Politics, and Sexuality from Perón to Videla
Valeria Manzano
352 pages $34.95 paper

NATURE’S CIVIL WAR
Common Soldiers and the Environment in 1862 Virginia
Kathryn Shively Meier
240 pages $39.95 cloth

SOUL FOOD
The Surprising Story of an American Cuisine, One Plate at a Time
Adrian Miller
352 pages $30.00 cloth

THE CURSILLO MOVEMENT IN AMERICA
Catholics, Protestants, and Fourth-Day Spirituality
Kristy Nabhan-Warren
344 pages $69.95 cloth / $29.95 paper

EATING PUERTO RICO
A History of Food, Culture, and Identity
Cruz Miguel Ortiz Cuadra
408 pages $45.00 cloth

FREEDOM’S CHILDREN
The 1938 Labor Rebellion and the Birth of Modern Jamaica
Colin A. Palmer
448 pages $39.95 paper

W. E. B. DU BOIS AND THE SOULS OF BLACK FOLK
Stephanie J. Shaw
288 pages $49.95 cloth

WASHINGTON BROTHERHOOD
Politics, Social Life, and the Coming of the Civil War
Rachel A. Shelden
304 pages $34.95 cloth

THE VEGETARIAN CRUSADE
The Rise of an American Reform Movement, 1817-1921
Adam D. Shprintzen
288 pages $39.95 cloth

PROSTITUTION, MODERNITY, AND THE MAKING OF THE CUBAN REPUBLIC, 1840-1920
Tiffany A. Sippial
256 pages $69.95 cloth / $29.95 paper

FREEDOM’S FRONTIER
California and the Struggle over Unfree Labor, Emancipation, and Reconstruction
Stacey L. Smith
344 pages $39.95 cloth

BAPTIZED IN PCBs
Race, Pollution, and Justice in an All-American Town
Ellen Griffith Spears
464 pages $39.95 cloth
NEW from UNC PRESS

THE AMERICAN SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS INDUSTRY
War and Politics, 1910-1930
Kathryn Steen
480 pages $39.95 paper

LATINOS AT THE GOLDEN GATE
Creating Community and Identity in San Francisco
Tomás F. Summers Sandовал Jr.
256 pages $39.95 cloth

THE MYTH OF SENeca FALLS
Memory and the Women’s Suffrage Movement, 1848-1898
Lisa Tetrault
224 pages $24.95 paper

ISLAND QUEENS AND MISSION WIVES
How Gender and Empire Remade Hawai’i’s Pacific World
Jennifer Thigpen
240 pages $34.95 cloth

MODERN FOOD, MORAL FOOD
Helen Zoe Veit
320 pages $39.95 cloth

THE WALKING QUR’AN
Islamic Education, Embodied Knowledge, and History in West Africa
Rudolph Ware
368 pages $32.95 paper

THE WORLDS THE SHAWNEES MADE
Migration and Violence in Early America
Stephen Warren
336 pages $39.95 cloth

THE RED ATLANTIC
American Indigenes and the Making of the Modern World, 1000-1927
Jace Weaver
352 pages $29.95 cloth

BRINGING GOD TO MEN
American Military Chaplains and the Vietnam War
Jacqueline Whitt
336 pages $34.95 paper

HOW TO READ THE QUR’AN
A New Guide, with Select Translations
Carl W. Ernst
288 pages $27.95 paper

SWEATSHOPS AT SEA
Merchant Seamen in the World’s First Globalized Industry, from 1821 to the Present
Leon Fink
288 pages $27.95 paper

THE REVOLUTION OF 1861
The American Civil War in the Age of Nationalist Conflict
Andre M. Fleche
224 pages $24.95 paper

JOHN BROWN STILL LIVES!
America’s Long Reckoning with Violence, Equality, and Change
R. Blakeslee Gilpin
296 pages $27.95 paper

ALLENDE’S CHILE AND THE INTER-AMERICAN COLD WAR
Tanya Harmer
400 pages $29.95 paper

ARC OF EMPIRE
America’s Wars in Asia from the Philippines to Vietnam
Michael H. Hunt and Steven I. Levine
352 pages $27.95 paper

DDT AND THE AMERICAN CENTURY
Global Health, Environmental Politics, and the Pesticide That Changed the World
David Kinkela
272 pages $27.95 paper

NUCLEAR APARTHEID
The Quest for American Atomic Supremacy from World War II to the Present
Shane J. Maddock
416 pages $29.95 paper

CHEDDI JAGAN AND THE POLITICS OF POWER
British Guiana’s Struggle for Independence
Colin A. Palmer
376 pages $34.95 paper

WAR! WHAT IS IT GOOD FOR?
Black Freedom Struggles and the U.S. Military from World War II to Iraq
Kimberley L. Phillips
360 pages $27.95 paper

GENDER, SAINTHOOD, AND EVERYDAY PRACTICE IN SOUTH ASIAN SHI’ISM
Karen G. Ruffle
240 pages $24.95 paper

DOMINGOS ÁLVARES, AFRICAN HEALING, AND THE INTELLECTUAL HISTORY OF THE ATLANTIC WORLD
James H. Sweet
320 pages $27.95 paper

TORCHBEARERS OF DEMOCRACY
African American Soldiers in the World War I Era
Chad L. Williams
472 pages $27.95 paper

Published for the Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture

IRELAND IN THE VIRGINIAN SEA
Colonialism in the British Atlantic
Audrey Horning
408 pages $49.95 paper

FINAL PASSAGES
The Intercolonial Slave Trade of British America, 1619-1807
Gregory O’Malley
432 pages $45.00 cloth

NEW NETHERLAND CONNECTIONS
Intimate Networks and Atlantic Ties in Seventeenth-Century America
Susanah Shaw Romney
336 pages $45.00 cloth

Now Complete—the landmark 24 volume
THE NEW ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SOUTHERN CULTURE
Charles Reagan Wilson, General Editor
Sponsored by the Center for the Study of Southern Culture at the University of Mississippi


Most UNC Press books are also available as @BOOKS
UNC Press books are now available through Books @ JSTOR and Project Muse.

IN PAPERBACK—

HOME GROWN
Marijuana and the Origins of Mexico’s War on Drugs
Isaac Campos
344 pages $27.95 paper

BRACEROS
Migrant Citizens and Transnational Subjects in the Postwar United States and Mexico
Deborah Cohen
360 pages $27.95 paper

DREAMING OF DIXIE
How the South Was Created in American Popular Culture
Karen L. Cox
224 pages $24.95 paper

THE PRICE OF DEFIANCE
James Meredith and the Integration of Ole Miss
Charles W. Eagles
584 pages $29.95 paper

WAR! WHAT IS IT GOOD FOR?
Black Freedom Struggles and the U.S. Military from World War II to Iraq
Kimberley L. Phillips
360 pages $27.95 paper

GENDER, SAINTHOOD, AND EVERYDAY PRACTICE IN SOUTH ASIAN SHI’ISM
Karen G. Ruffle
240 pages $24.95 paper

DOMINGOS ÁLVARES, AFRICAN HEALING, AND THE INTELLECTUAL HISTORY OF THE ATLANTIC WORLD
James H. Sweet
320 pages $27.95 paper

TORCHBEARERS OF DEMOCRACY
African American Soldiers in the World War I Era
Chad L. Williams
472 pages $27.95 paper

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA PRESS
Phone 800-848-6224 | Fax 800-272-6817 | www.uncpress.unc.edu
Harvard University Press

FDR and the Jews
Richard Breitman Allan J. Lichtman
Belknap Press $29.95

Emperor Huizong
Patricia Buckley Ebrey
$45.00

American Umpire
Elizabeth Cobbs Hoffman
$35.00

Justice Interrupted
The Struggle for Constitutional Government in the Middle East
Elizabeth F. Thompson
$39.95

Writing War
Soldiers Record the Japanese Empire
Aaron William Moore
$45.00

The People’s Car
A Global History of the Volkswagen Beetle
Bernhard Rieger
$28.95

The Tragedy of a Generation
The Rise and Fall of Jewish Nationalism in Eastern Europe
Joshua M. Karlip
$45.00

Family Trees
A History of Genealogy in America
François Weil
$27.95

Justice among Nations
A History of International Law
Stephen C. Neff
$45.00

The Readers of Novyi Mir
Coming to Terms with the Stalinist Past
Denis Kozlov
$55.00

Animal Kingdoms
Hunting, the Environment, and Power in the Indian Princely States
Julie E. Hughes
$49.95

Landscapes of the Metropolis of Death
Reflections on Memory and Imagination
Otto Dov Kulka
Belknap Press $23.95

From Shame to Sin
The Christian Transformation of Sexual Morality in Late Antiquity
Kyle Harper
$39.95

Misalliance
Ngo Dinh Diem, the United States, and the Fate of South Vietnam
Edward Miller
$39.95

Napalm
An American Biography
Robert M. Neer
Belknap Press $29.95

A Short History of the Twentieth Century
John Lukacs
Belknap Press $24.95

The Collaboration
Hollywood’s Pact with Hitler
Ben Urwand
Belknap Press $26.95
Harvard University Press

The Last Blank Spaces
Exploring Africa and Australia
Dane Kennedy
$35.00

The Lius of Shanghai
Sherman Cochran
Andrew Hsieh
$39.95

Redefining Rape
Sexual Violence in the Era of Suffrage and Segregation
Estelle B. Freedman
$35.00

Global Interdependence
The World after 1945
Edited by Akira Iriye
A History of the World
General Editors: Akira Iriye and Jürgen Osterhammel
Belknap Press $39.95

Transforming India
Challenges to the World's Largest Democracy
Sumantra Bose
$35.00

Reclaiming American Virtue
The Human Rights Revolution of the 1970s
Barbara J. Keys
$29.95

The Four Deaths of Acorn Whistler
Telling Stories in Colonial America
Joshua Piker
$29.95

Marching into Darkness
The Wehrmacht and the Holocaust in Belarus
Waitman Wade Beorn
$39.95

Standing on Common Ground
The Making of a Sunbelt Borderland
Geraldo L. Cadava
$39.95

A Great and Monstrous Thing
London in the Eighteenth Century
Jerry White
$39.95

White Lotus Rebels and South China Pirates
Crisis and Reform in the Qing Empires
Wensheng Wang
$39.95

East Asian Development
Foundations and Strategies
Dwight H. Perkins
$35.00

The Fruit of Liberty
Political Culture in the Florentine Renaissance, 1480-1550
Nicholas Scott Baker
$49.95

Making Toleration
The Repealers and the Glorious Revolution
Scott Sowerby
$49.95

Gentlemen Bankers
The World of J. P. Morgan
Susie J. Pak
$55.00
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Series</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crossing the Bay of Bengal</td>
<td>Sunil S. Amrith</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empire of the Air</td>
<td>Jenifer Van Vleck</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Apostles</td>
<td>Edward E. Andrews</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the Corner</td>
<td>Daniel Matlin</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torpedo</td>
<td>Katherine C. Epstein</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of Entanglement</td>
<td>Kris Manjapra</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paths toward the Modern Fiscal State</td>
<td>Wenkai He</td>
<td>$55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River of Dark Dreams</td>
<td>Walter Johnson</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where the Negroes Are Masters</td>
<td>Randy J. Sparks</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Death and Afterlife of the North American Martyrs</td>
<td>Emma Anderson</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Iron Princess</td>
<td>Tryntje Helfferich</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pulpit and the Press in Reformation Italy</td>
<td>Emily Michelson</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry and Revolution</td>
<td>Aurora Gómez-Galvarriato</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Ferguson in the Scottish Enlightenment</td>
<td>Iain McDaniel</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing Wars in the Public Schools</td>
<td>William J. Reese</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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NEW IN PAPERBACK

Deng Xiaoping and the Transformation of China
Ezra F. Vogel
Belknap Press $22.95

The Short American Century
A Postmortem
Edited by Andrew J. Bacevich
$12.95

The Classical Tradition
Edited by Anthony Grafton, Glenn W. Most, and Salvatore Settis
Belknap Press $27.95

American Mediterranean
Southern Slaveholders in the Age of Emancipation
Matthew Pratt Guterl
$19.95

Before the Revolution
America's Ancient Pasts
Daniel K. Richter
Belknap Press $19.95

Nexus
Strategic Communications and American Security in World War I
Jonathan Reed Winkler
$27.95

The Accidental City
Improvising New Orleans
Lawrence N. Powell
$19.95

Globalizing Sport
National Rivalry and International Community in the 1930s
Barbara J. Keys
$27.95

The Death Marches
The Final Phase of Nazi Genocide
Daniel Blatman
Translated by Chaya Galai
Belknap Press $22.95

The Hungry World
America's Cold War Battle against Poverty in Asia
Nick Gullather
$21.95

Dance of the Furies
Europe and the Outbreak of World War I
Michael S. Neiberg
Belknap Press $18.95

The Park Chung Hee Era
The Transformation of South Korea
Edited by Byung-Kook Kim and Ezra F. Vogel
Missing price in copy

With Our Backs to the Wall
Victory and Defeat in 1918
David Stevenson
Belknap Press $22.95

Makers of Modern India
Edited by Ramachandra Guha
Belknap Press $22.95

Cairo
Histories of a City
Nezar AlSayyad
Belknap Press $19.95

The Russian Origins of the First World War
Sean McMeekin
Belknap Press $18.95

American Oracle
The Civil War in the Civil Rights Era
David W. Blight
Belknap Press $17.95
Magic in the Cloister
Pious Motives, Illicit Interests, and Occult Approaches to the Medieval Universe
Sophie Page
280 pages | 6 illustrations | $79.95 cloth | Magic in History Series

Into Print
Limits and Legacies of the Enlightenment; Essays in Honor of Robert Darnton
Edited by Charles Walton
284 pages | 2 illustrations | $49.95 cloth
Penn State Series in the History of the Book

Venezuela Before Chávez
Anatomy of an Economic Collapse
Edited by Ricardo Hausmann and Francisco R. Rodríguez
424 pages | 62 illustrations | $119.95 cloth

A History of Argentina in the Twentieth Century
Updated and Revised Edition
Luis Alberto Romero
Translated by James P. Brennan
425 pages | $39.95 paper

Citizens in a Strange Land
A Study of German-American Broadsides and Their Meaning for Germans in North America, 1730–1830
Hermann Wellenreuther
384 pages | 16 color/37 b&w illustrations/1 map | $94.95 cloth
Max Kade German-American Research Institute Series

A Peculiar Mixture
German-Language Cultures and Identities in Eighteenth-Century North America
Edited by Jan Stevermann and Oliver Scheiding
296 pages | 20 illustrations/2 maps | $69.95 cloth
Max Kade German-American Research Institute Series

Church and Estate
Religion and Wealth in Industrial-Era Philadelphia
Thomas F. Rzeczni
304 pages | 11 illustrations/1 map | $69.95 cloth

The Spiritual Vision of Frank Buchman
Philip Boobbyer
232 pages | 10 illustrations | $59.95 cloth

Southern Historical Series

New Paperbacks
Gorgeous Beasts
Animal Bodies in Historical Perspective
Edited by Joan B. Landes, Paula Young Lee, and Paul Youngquist
256 pages | 12 color/38 b&w illustrations | $29.95 paper
Animalibus: Of Animals and Cultures

The Breathless Zoo
Taxidermy and the Cultures of Longing
Rachel Poliquin
272 pages | 31 color/9 b&w illustrations | $29.95 paper
Animalibus: Of Animals and Cultures

Seeking Nature’s Logic
Natural Philosophy in the Scottish Enlightenment
David B. Wilson
360 pages | 10 illustrations | $29.95 paper

Traumatic Politics
The Deputies and the King in the Early French Revolution
Barry M. Shapiro
216 pages | $29.95 paper

Sex, Violence, and the Avant-Garde
Anarchism in Interwar France
Richard D. Sonn
272 pages | 5 illustrations | $25.95 paper

Political Intelligence and the Creation of Modern Mexico, 1938–1954
Aaron W. Navarro
320 pages | 20 illustrations | $29.95 paper

Made in Mexico
Regions, Nation, and the State in the Rise of Mexican Industrialism, 1920s–1940s
Susan M. Gauss
304 pages | $34.95 paper

Pennsylvania’s Revolution
Edited by William Pencak
408 pages | 1 illustration/5 maps | $44.95 paper

Made in Mexico
Regions, Nation, and the State in the Rise of Mexican Industrialism, 1920s–1940s
Susan M. Gauss
304 pages | $34.95 paper

Medical Caregiving and Identity in Pennsylvania’s Anthracite Region, 1880–2000
Karol K. Weaver
200 pages | 17 illustrations/1 map | $29.95 paper

penn state press
820 N. University Drive, USB 1, Suite C | University Park, PA 16802 | info@psupress.org | www.psupress.org | 1-800-326-9180
SEE THESE BOOKS ON DISPLAY AT THE PENN STATE PRESS BOOTH #715
New in Asian History

The Journal of Wu Yubi
The Path to Sagehood
Wu Yubi, Translated, with Introduction & Commentary, by Theresa Kelleher
pb $13.00 • eBook $11.50

Six Records of a Life Adrift
Shen Fu, Trans., with Introduction and Notes, by Graham Sanders
pb $14.00 • eBook $12.50 • exam $3.00

A Pioneer in Yokohama
A Dutchman’s Adventures in the New Treaty Port
C.T. Assendelft de Coningh, Edited and Translated, with an Introduction, by Martha Chaiklin
pb $15.00 • eBook $13.50 • exam $2.00

The Arthaśāstra: Selections from the Classic Indian Work on Statecraft
Edited & Trans., with an Introduction, by Patrick Olivelle & Mark McClishe
pb $17.00 • eBook $14.95 • exam $4.00

New in European History

On the Freedom of a Christian
With Related Texts
Martin Luther, Edited & Trans., with an Introduction, by Tryntje Helfferich
pb $10.00 • eBook $7.50 • exam $2.00

Augsburg During the Reformation Era
An Anthology of Sources
Edited and Translated, with an Introduction, by B. Ann Thusty
pb $15.00 • eBook $13.50 • exam $3.00

A Vindication of the Rights of Woman: Abridged, with Related Texts
Mary Wollstonecraft, Edited, with an Introduction and Notes, by Philip Barnard and Stephen Shapiro
pb $9.00 • eBook $7.95 • exam $1.00

Ireland and Britain, 1798-1922
An Anthology of Sources
Edited, with an Introduction, by Dennis Dworkin
pb $17.00 • eBook $14.95 • exam $4.00

Addresses to the German Nation
Johann Gottlieb Fichte, Trans., with Intro. & Notes, by Isaac Nahkimovsky, Béla Kapossy, and Keith Tribe
pb $17.00 • eBook $14.95

Race and Ethnicity in the Classical World: An Anthology of Primary Sources in Translation
Selected & Translated by Rebecca F. Kennedy, C. Sydnor Roy, & Max L. Goldman
pb $19.00 • eBook $16.95

New in Latin American History

The True History of The Conquest of New Spain
Bernal Diaz Del Castillo, Translated, with an Introduction and Notes, by Janet Burke & Ted Humphrey
pb $16.00 • eBook $14.50 • exam $3.00

The Alienist and Other Stories of Nineteenth-Century Brazil
Machado de Assis, Edited and Translated, with an Introduction, by John Charles Chasteen
pb $13.00 • eBook $11.95 • exam $2.00

Writing Guides

The Nuts and Bolts of College Writing (Second Edition)
Michael Harvey
pb $10.95 • eBook $8.95 • exam $1.00

Writing a Successful Research Paper: A Simple Approach
Stanley Chodorow
pb $10.00 • eBook $7.95 • exam $1.00
NEW

Who Owns America’s Past?
The Smithsonian and the Problem of History
Robert C. Post
$29.95 cloth • $29.95 ebook

Prelude to Revolution
The Salem Gunpowder Raid of 1775
Peter Charles Hoffer
$19.95 paper • $19.95 ebook

Amish Quilts
Crafting an American Icon
Janneken Smucker
$34.95 cloth • $34.95 ebook

Pacifists in Chains
The Persecution of Hutterites during the Great War
Duane C. S. Stoltzfus
$29.95 paper • $29.95 ebook

New Worlds for All
Indians, Europeans, and the Remaking of Early America second edition
Colin G. Calloway
$24.95 paper • $24.95 ebook

Investing in Life
Insurance in Antebellum America
Sharon Ann Murphy
$35.00 paper • $35.00 ebook

The Night Battles
Witchcraft and Agrarian Cults in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries
Carlo Ginzburg
with a new preface
translated by
John and Anne C. Tedeschi
$22.95 paper • $22.95 ebook

The Cheese and the Worms
The Cosmos of a Sixteenth-Century Miller
Carlo Ginzburg
with a new preface
translated by
John and Anne C. Tedeschi
$22.95 paper • $22.95 ebook

Clues, Myths, and the Historical Method
Carlo Ginzburg
with a new preface
translated by
John and Anne C. Tedeschi
$22.95 paper • $22.95 ebook

Nuns and Nunneries in Renaissance Florence
Sharon T. Strocchia
$35.00 paper • $35.00 ebook

Anxiety
A Short History
Allan V. Horwitz
$24.95 paper • $24.95 ebook

The PKU Paradox
A Short History of a Genetic Disease
Diane B. Paul and Jeffrey P. Brosco
$24.95 paper • $24.95 ebook

Marrow of Tragedy
The Health Crisis of the American Civil War
Margaret Humphreys
$34.95 cloth • $34.95 ebook

Licensed to Practice
The Supreme Court Defines the American Medical Profession
James C. Mohr
$21.95 paper • $21.95 ebook

The Story Within
Personal Essays on Genetics and Identity edited by Amy Boesky
$24.95 ebook • $24.95 paper

Spark from the Deep
How Shocking Experiments with Strongly Electric Fish Powered Scientific Discovery
William J. Turkel
$34.95 cloth • $34.95 ebook

Einstein’s Berlin
In the Footsteps of a Genius
Dieter Hoffmann
$45.00 paper

Einstein’s Jewish Science
Physics at the Intersection of Politics and Religion
Steven Gimbel
$22.95 paper • $22.95 ebook

Nature Exposed
Photography as Eyewitness in Victorian Science
Jennifer Tucker
$34.95 paper • $34.95 ebook

Chasing Sound
Technology, Culture, and the Art of Studio Recording from Edison to the LP
Susan Schmidt Horning
$45.00 cloth • $45.00 ebook

Refrigeration Nation
A History of Ice, Appliances, and Enterprise in America
Jonathan Rees
$45.00 cloth • $45.00 ebook

Information at Sea
Shipboard Command and Control in the U.S. Navy, from Mobile Bay to Okinawa
Timothy S. Wolters
$54.95 cloth • $54.95 ebook

Grand Central Terminal
Railroads, Engineering, and Architecture in New York City
Kurt C. Schlichting
$29.95 paper • $29.95 ebook

Grand Central’s Engineer
William J. Wilgus and the Planning of Modern Manhattan
Kurt C. Schlichting
$29.95 paper • $29.95 ebook

Look for many of these and thousands of other titles at muse.jhu.edu
Visit us at Booth 714 for a 25% discount and free domestic shipping

Forthcoming

Living Hell
The Dark Side of the Civil War
Michael C. C. Adams

Encountering Ellis Island
How European Immigrants Entered America
Ronald H. Bayor

Home Fires
How the Industrial Hearth Warmed Nineteenth-Century America
Sean Patrick Adams

Native Memoirs from the War of 1812
Black Hawk and William Apess
Carl Benn

William Henry Harrison and the Conquest of the Ohio Country
Frontier Fighting in the War of 1812
David Curtis Skaggs

Securing the West
Politics, Public Lands, and the Fate of the Old Republic, 1785–1850
John R. Van Atta

DeWitt Clinton and Amos Eaton
Geology and Power in Early New York
David I. Spangenberg

Summer in the City
John Lindsay, New York, and the American Dream
edited by Joseph P. Viteritti

Coxsackie
The Life and Death of Prison Reform
Joseph F. Spillane

The Boy Problem
Educating Boys in Urban America, 1870–1970
Julia Grant

American Workers, American Unions
The Twentieth and Early Twenty-First Centuries
fourth edition
Robert H. Ziegler, Timothy Minchin, and Gilbert J. Gall

Collecting Shakespeare
The Story of Henry and Emily Folger
Stephen H. Grant

Washington and Baltimore Art Deco
A Design History of Neighboring Cities
Richard Striner and Melissa Blair

Performing the Temple of Liberty
Slavery, Theater, and Popular Culture in London and Philadelphia, 1760–1850
Jenna M. Gibbs

Music in the Shadows
Noir Musical Films
Sheri Chinen Biesen

The Overflowing of Friendship
Love between Men and the Creation of the American Republic
Richard Godbeer

Protesting Affirmative Action
The Struggle over Equality after the Civil Rights Revolution
Dennis Deslippe

The Nature of Cities
Jennifer S. Light

Gender and the Long Postwar
The United States and West Germany, 1945–1989
edited by Karen Hagemann and Sonya Michel
Woodrow Wilson Center Press

Pain
A Political History
Keith Wailoo

Aging Bones
A Short History of Osteoporosis
Gerald N. Grob

Chronic Disease in the Twentieth Century
A History
George Weisz

Medicine and Religion
A Historical Introduction
Gary B. Ferngren

Gene Jockeys
Life Science and the Rise of Biotech Enterprise
Nicolas Rasmussen

Doctors Without Borders
Humanitarian Quests, Impossible Dreams
Renée C. Fox

Stealing Cars
Technology and Society from the Model T to the Gran Torino
John A. Heitmann and Rebecca H. Morales

Why Mars
NASA and the Politics of Space Exploration
W. Henry Lambright

Engineering War and Peace in Modern Japan, 1868–1964
Takashi Nishiyama

A Chosen Calling
Jews in Science in the Twentieth Century
Noah J. Efron

Dealing with Darwin
Place, Politics, and Rhetoric in Religious Engagements with Evolution
David N. Livingstone

Subverting Aristotle
Religion, History, and Philosophy in Early Modern Science
Craig Martin

Johns Hopkins University Press
1-800-537-5487 • press.jhu.edu
Club Red
Vacation Travel and the Soviet Dream
Diane P. Koenker
$39.95 cloth

Revolution with a Human Face
Politics, Culture, and Community in Czechoslovakia, 1989–1992
James Knapel
$45.00 cloth

Unfinished Utopia
Nowa Huta, Stalinism, and Polish Society, 1949–56
Katherine Lebow
$45.00 cloth

New in Paperback
Cooperation under Fire
Anglo–German Restraint during World War II
Jeffrey W. Legro
$27.95 paper | Cornell Studies in Security Affairs

Berlin Coquette
Prostitution and the New German Woman, 1890–1933
Jill Suzanne Smith
$27.95 paper | Signale: Modern German Letters, Cultures, and Thought

Birth Certificate
The Story of Danciu Eli
Mary Thompson
$40.00 cloth

Francis of Assisi
The Life
Augustine Thompson O.P.
$14.95 paper | Available as an audio book

Writing History for the King
Henry II and the Politics of Vernacular Historiography
Charity Urbanski
$69.95 cloth

Priest, Politician, Collaborator
Jozef Tiso and the Making of Fascist Slovakia
James Mace Ward
$39.95 cloth

Blood Ties
Religion, Violence, and the Politics of Nationalism in Ottoman Macedonia, 1878–1908
İpek Yosmaoğlu
$29.95 paper

New in Paperback
Albert Camus
Elements of a Life
Robert Zaretsky
$39.95 cloth

Ancient, Medieval & Renaissance
Fearful Spirits, Reasoned Follies
The Boundaries of Superstition in Late Medieval Europe
Michael D. Bailey
$27.95 paper

The Sanctity of Louis IX
Early Lives of Saint Louis by Geoffroy of Beaumiv and William of Chartres
Geoffrey of Beaumiv and William of Chartres
Edited by M. Cecilia Gaposchkin and Sean L. Field
Translated by Larry F. Field
$27.95 paper

Emperor of the World
Charlemagne and the Construction of Imperial Authority, 800–1229
Anne A. Latowsky
$49.95 cloth

Princely Brothers and Sisters
The Sibling Bond in German Politics, 1100–1250
Jonathan R. Lyon
$65.00 cloth

The Sleep of Behemoth
Disputing Peace and Violence in Medieval Europe, 1000–1200
Jehangir Yezdi Malegam
$55.00 cloth

The Law of Kinship
Anthropology, Psychoanalysis, and the Family in France
Camille Robcis
$55.00 cloth

Defining Boundaries in al-Andalus
Muslims, Christians, and Jews in Islamic Iberia
Janina M. Safran
$65.00 cloth

New in Paperback
The Consumption of Justice
Emotions, Publicity, and Legal Culture in Marseille, 1264–1423
Daniel Lord Smail
$27.95 paper | Conjunctions of Religion and Power in the Medieval Past

Monastic Reform as Process
Realities and Representations in Medieval Flanders, 900–1100
Steven VanderPutten
$55.00 paper

Asia, Africa & The Middle East
Tyranny of the Weak
Charles K. Armstrong
$35.00 cloth | Studies of the Weatherhead East Asian Institute, Columbia University

New in Paperback
Empire of Humanity
A History of Humanitarianism
Michael Barnett
$19.95 paper

War on Sacred Grounds
Ron E. Hassner
$19.95 paper

The Endtimes of Human Rights
Stephen Hopgood
$27.95 cloth

Suzy Kim
$45.00 cloth

Imperial Eclipse
Japan’s Strategic Thinking about Continental Asia before August 1945
Yukiko Koshio
$39.95 cloth

Capital as Will and Imagination
Schumpeter’s Guide to the Postwar Japanese Miracle
Mark Metzler
$49.95 cloth | Cornell Studies in Money

Historiography & Methods
Presence
Philosophy, History, and Cultural Theory for the Twenty-First Century
Edited by Ranjan Ghosh and Ethan Kleinberg
$39.95 cloth

History, Literature, Critical Theory
Dominick LaCapra
$23.95 paper

Interview Research in Political Science
Edited by Layna Mosley
$27.95 paper

Cornell University Press
America’s First University Press
Available at Conference Booth #709
1-800-666-2211 • www.cornellpress.cornell.edu
E-books available through the iBookstore, Kindle, Kobo, Google Play, and Nook
Endgame at Stalingrad
Book One: November 1942
The Stalingrad Trilogy, Volume 3
David M. Glantz with Jonathan M. House

Endgame at Stalingrad
Book Two: December 1942–January 1943
The Stalingrad Trilogy, Volume 3
David M. Glantz with Jonathan M. House

Companion to Endgame at Stalingrad
The Stalingrad Trilogy, Volume 3
David M. Glantz

Guide to the Richmond-Petersburg Campaign
Charles R. Bowery, Jr. and Ethan S. Rafuse

Bleeding Kansas, Bleeding Missouri
The Long Civil War on the Border
Edited by Jonathan Earle and Diane Mutti Burke

Writing the Gettysburg Address
Martin P. Johnson

Harlem’s Rattlers and the Great War
The Undaunted 369th Regiment and the African American Quest for Equality
John H. Morrow, Jr. and Jeffrey T. Sammons

Hoover’s Secret War against Axis Spies
FBI Counterespionage during World War II
Raymond J. Batvinis

The Morenci Marines
A Tale of Small Town America and the Vietnam War
Kyle Longley

Hoover’s FBI and the Fourth Estate
The Campaign to Control the Press and the Bureau’s Image
Matthew Cecil

Resilient America
E lecting Nixon in 1968, Channeling Dissent, and Dividing Government
Michael Nelson

Republicans and Race
The GOP’s Frayed Relationship with African Americans, 1945–1974
Timothy N. Thurber

The Search for Domestic Bliss
Marriage and Family Counseling in 20th-Century America
Ian Dowbiggin

The Contested Removal Power, 1789–2010
J. David Alvis, Jeremy D. Bailey, and F. Flagg Taylor IV

Presidential War Power
Third Edition, Revised
Louis Fisher

Understanding Clarence Thomas
The Jurisprudence of Constitutional Restoration
Ralph A. Rossum

The Crusade for Equality in the Workplace
The Griggs v. Duke Power Story
Robert K. Belton

Rock Island Requiem
The Collapse of a Mighty Fine Line
Gregory L. Schneider

Small-Town Dreams
Stories of Midwestern Boys Who Shaped America
John E. Miller
BOOTH 307

KANSAS

The Road to Chinese Exclusion
The Denver Riot, 1880 Election, and Rise of the West
Liping Zhu

The Iconography of Malcolm X
Graeme Abernethy

West Side Story as Cinema
The Making and Impact of an American Masterpiece
Ernesto R. Acevedo-Muñoz

Fat Blame
How the War on Obesity Victimizes Women and Children
April Michelle Herndon

Landmark Law Cases and American Society
Peter Charles Hoffer and N.E.H. Hull, series editors

The Japanese American Cases
The Rule of Law in Time of War
Roger Daniels

Obscenity Rules
Roth v. United States and the Long Struggle over Sexual Expression
Whitney Strub

Judging the Boy Scouts of America
Gay Rights, Freedom of Association, and the Dale Case
Richard J. Ellis

The People’s Martyr
Thomas Wilson Dorr and His 1842 Rhode Island Rebellion
Erik J. Chaput

Cold War Kids
Politics and Childhood in Postwar America, 1945–1960
Marilyn Irvin Holt

The Nature of Childhood
An Environmental History of Growing Up in America since 1865
Pamela Riney-Kehrberg

Dominion of Bears
Living with Wildlife in Alaska
Sherry Simpson

Making Rocky Mountain National Park
The Environmental History of an American Treasure
Jerry J. Frank

University Press of Kansas
Phone (785) 864-4155 • Fax (785) 864-4586 • www.kansaspress.ku.edu
Essential reading in history from berghahn

NEW

WHAT IS HISTORY FOR?
Johann Gustav Droysen and the Functions of Historiography
Alfax Assis

THE HISTORY OF THE STASI
East Germany’s Secret Police, 1945–1990
Jens Gieseke
248 pages • ISBN 978-1-78238-254-6 Hardback

THE HIDDEN HISTORY OF CRIME, CORRUPTION, AND STATES
Renate Bridenthal [Ed.]

A SOCIAL HISTORY OF EUROPE, 1945–2000
Recovery and Transformation after Two World Wars
Hartmut Kaelble

BETWEEN YESTERDAY AND TOMORROW
German Visions of Europe, 1926–1950
Christian Bailey
374 pages • ISBN 978-1-78238-139-6 Hardback

THE RISE OF MARKET SOCIETY IN ENGLAND, 1066–1800
Christiane Eisenberg
200 pages • ISBN 978-1-78238-258-4 Hardback

THE FRENCH RIGHT BETWEEN THE WARS
Political and Intellectual Movements from Conservatism to Fascism
Samuel Kalman and Sean Kennedy [Eds.]

THE ARMENIAN GENOCIDE
Evidence from the German Foreign Office Archives, 1915–1916
Wolfgang Gust [ed.]
Foreword by Vahakn N. Dadrian
856 pages • ISBN 978-1-78238-143-3 Hardback

NEW IN PAPERBACK

RACISM IN THE MODERN WORLD
Historical Perspectives on Cultural Transfer and Adaptation
Manfred Berg and Simon Wendt [Eds.]
384 pages • ISBN 978-1-78238-085-6 Paperback

THE LEGACIES OF TWO WORLD WARS
European Societies in the Twentieth Century
Lothar Kettenacker and Torsten Riotte [eds.]
Published in Association with the German Historical Institute, London
334 pages • ISBN 978-1-78238-115-0 Paperback

NAZI LABOUR CAMPS IN PARIS
Austerlitz, Léviton, Bassano, July 1943–August 1944
Jean-Marc Dreyfus and Sarah Gensburger
180 pages • ISBN 978-1-78238-113-6 Paperback

Order online (use code AHA14) and receive a 25% discount!

www.berghahnbooks.com
NEW TITLES FROM OHIO UNIVERSITY PRESS

**PERSPECTIVES ON GLOBAL HEALTH**

**TAMARA GILES-VERNICK and JAMES L. A. WEBB JR., eds.**

*Global Health in Africa*
*Historical Perspectives on Disease Control*
Paperback............................ $32.95

**WILLIAM H. SCHNEIDER**

*The History of Blood Transfusion in Sub-Saharan Africa*
Paperback............................ $32.95

**WAR AND SOCIETY IN NORTH AMERICA**

**DAVID S. INGALLS**
*Geoffrey L. Rossano, ed.*

*Hero of the Angry Sky*
*The World War I Diary and Letters of David S. Ingalls, America’s First Naval Ace*
Hardcover............................ $28.95

**STEVEN M. BAULE**

*Protecting the Empire’s Frontier Officers of the 18th (Royal Irish) Regiment of Foot during Its North American Service, 1767–1776*
Paperback............................ $29.95

**NEW AFRICAN HISTORIES**

**STEPHANIE NEWELL**

*The Power to Name*
*A History of Anonymity in Colonial West Africa*
Paperback............................ $32.95

**ALLEN F. ISAACMAN and BARBARA S. ISAACMAN**

*Dams, Displacement, and the Delusion of Development Cahora Bassa and Its Legacies in Mozambique, 1965–2007*
Paperback............................ $32.95

**OHIO SHORT HISTORIES OF AFRICA**

Ohio Short Histories of Africa is a series of informative and concise guides, lively biographies, and succinct introductions to important topics in African history perfectly suited to the classroom.

**ANTHONY BUTLER**

*The Idea of the ANC*
Paperback............................ $14.95

**CLIVE GLASER**

*The ANC Youth League*
Paperback............................ $14.95

**COLIN BUNDY**

*Govan Mbeki*
Paperback............................ $14.95

**CAMBRIDGE CENTRE OF AFRICAN STUDIES SERIES**

**RUTH J. PRINCE and REBECCA MARSLAND, ed.**

*Making and Unmaking Public Health in Africa*
*Ethnographic and Historical Perspectives*
Paperback............................ $32.95

**THE CIVIL WAR IN THE GREAT INTERIOR**

**MARK HUBBARD, ED.**

*Illinois’s War*
*The Civil War in Documents*
Paperback............................ $18.65

**New in Paperback**

**CATHERINE HIGGS**

*Chocolate Islands*
*Cocoa, Slavery, and Colonial Africa*
Paperback............................ $22.95

20% discount when you order online
30% discount at Ohio University Press’s booth (#608) at AHA 2014

OHIOSHORTHISTORIES.COM
NEW FROM PENN PRESS

THE JET SEX
Airline Stewardesses and the Making of an American Icon
Victoria Vantoch
2013 | 304 pages | Cloth | $34.95

THE EMPLOYEE
A Political History
Jean-Christian Vinel
Politics and Culture in Modern America
2013 | 336 pages | Cloth | $47.50

DANGEROUSLY SLEEPY
Overworked Americans and the Cult of Manly Wakefulness
Alan Derickson
2013 | 256 pages | Cloth | $49.95

TROPICAL WHITES
The Rise of the Tourist South in the Americas
Catherine Cocks
Nature and Culture in America
2013 | 284 pages | 12 b/w Illus. | Cloth | $59.95

INVENTING THE EGGHEAD
The Battle over Brainpower in American Culture
Aaron Lecklider
2013 | 296 pages | Cloth | $45.00

NEW IN PAPERBACK
THINGS AMERICAN
Art Museums and Civic Culture in the Progressive Era
Jeffrey Trask
The Arts and Intellectual Life in Modern America
2013 | 312 pages | 35 Illus. | Paper | $24.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK
THE PEOPLE'S NETWORK
The Political Economy of the Telephone in the Gilded Age
Robert MacDougall
American Business, Politics, and Society
2013 | 416 pages | 18 Illus. | Cloth | $49.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK
HOMELESS
Poverty and Place in Urban America
Ella Howard
Politics and Culture in Modern America
2013 | 288 pages | 14 Illus. | Cloth | $45.00

SUNBELT CAPITALISM
Phoenix and the Transformation of American Politics
Elizabeth Tandy Shermar
Politics and Culture in Modern America
2013 | 408 pages | 22 Illus. | Paper | $24.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK
WHY DON'T AMERICAN CITIES BURN?
Michael B. Katz
The City in the Twenty-First Century
2013 | 224 pages | 15 Illus. | Paper | $24.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK
THE DISASTER EXPERTS
Mastering Risk in Modern America
Scott Gabriel Knowles
The City in the Twenty-First Century
2013 | 360 pages | Paper | $24.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK
MORALITY'S MUDDY WATERS
Ethical Quandaries in Modern America
George Cotkin
2013 | 272 pages | Paper | $24.95
A NEW WORLD OF LABOR
The Development of Plantation Slavery in the British Atlantic
Simon P. Newman
The Early Modern Americas
2013 | 352 pages | Cloth | $55.00

NOTHING NATURAL IS SHAMEFUL
Sodomy and Science in Late Medieval Europe
Joan Cadden
The Middle Ages Series
2013 | 368 pages | Cloth | $85.00

CRUSADE AND CHIRSTENDOM
Annotated Documents in Translation from Innocent III to the Fall of Acre, 1187–1291
Edited by Jessalynn Bird, Edward Peters, and James M. Powell
The Middle Ages Series
2013 | 568 pages | Cloth | $75.00

THE HEART AND STOMACH OF A KING
Elizabeth I and the Politics of Sex and Power
Second Edition
Carole Levin
2013 | 264 pages | Paper | $27.50

BEFORE ORIENTALISM
Asian Peoples and Cultures in European Travel Writing, 1245–1510
Kim M. Phillips
The Middle Ages Series
2013 | 352 pages | Cloth | $79.95

ETHNOGRAPHY AFTER ANTIQUITY
Foreign Lands and Peoples in Byzantine Literature
Anthony Kaldellis
Empire and After
2013 | 304 pages | Cloth | $75.00

INDIA IN THE CHINESE IMAGINATION
Myth, Religion, and Thought
Edited by John Kieschnick and Meir Shahar
Encounters with Asia
2013 | 352 pages | Cloth | $65.00

TRUE RELATIONS
Reading, Literature, and Evidence in Seventeenth-Century England
Frances E. Dolan
2013 | 344 pages | Paper | $27.50

NEW IN PAPERBACK
AUTHORSHIP AND PUBLICITY BEFORE PRINT
Jean Gerson and the Transformation of Late Medieval Learning
Daniel Hobbins
The Middle Ages Series
2013 | 352 pages | Paper | $27.50
VISIT US IN BOOTH 611

CAUGHT ON CAMERA
Film in the Courtroom from the Nuremberg Trials to the Trials of the Khmer Rouge
Christian Delage. Edited and translated by Ralph Schoofcraft and Mary Byrd Kelly
Critical Authors & Issues
2013 | 352 pages | 77 illus. | Cloth | $59.95

THE BREAKTHROUGH
Human Rights in the 1970s
Edited by Jan Eckel and Samuel Moyn
Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights
2013 | 368 pages | 1 illus. | Cloth | $79.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK
DECOLONIZATION AND THE EVOLUTION OF INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS
Roland Burke
Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights
2013 | 240 pages | Paper | $24.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK
FORGOTTEN GENOCIDES
Oblivion, Denial, and Memory
Edited by René Lemarchand
Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights
2013 | 200 pages | 4 illus. | Paper | $24.95

INTERNATIONALISM IN THE AGE OF NATIONALISM
Glenda Sluga
Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights
2013 | 224 pages | Cloth | $69.95

HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE NEGOTIATION OF AMERICAN POWER
Glenn Mitoma
Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights
2013 | 240 pages | Cloth | $55.00

NEW IN PAPERBACK
THROUGH THE HISTORY OF THE COLD WAR
The Correspondence of George F. Kennan and John Lukacs
Edited by John Lukacs
2013 | 288 pages | Paper | $29.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK
SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN CONFLICT ZONES
From the Ancient World to the Era of Human Rights
Edited by Elizabeth D. Heineman
Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights
2013 | 352 pages | Paper | $27.50

NEW IN PAPERBACK
JUDAISM AND CHRISTIAN ART
Aesthetic Anxieties from the Catacombs to Colonialism
Edited by Herbert L. Kessler and David Nirenberg
2013 | 456 pages | 110 illus. | Paper | $34.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK
IMAGES, ICONOCLASM, AND THE CAROLINGIANS
Thomas F. X. Noble
The Middle Ages Series
2013 | 496 pages | Paper | $29.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK
WITCHCRAFT AND MAGIC IN THE NORDIC MIDDLE AGES
Stephen A. Mitchell
The Middle Ages Series
2013 | 384 pages | 12 illus. | Paper | $24.95

PENN PRESS JOURNALS

HUMANITY
An interdisciplinary enterprise, Humanity publishes original research and reflection on human rights, humanitarianism, and development in the modern and contemporary world.
Students: $20 | Individuals: $45 / e-only: $40
Institutions one year: $85 / e-only: $76

EARLY AMERICAN STUDIES
Sponsored by The McNeil Center for Early American Studies at the University of Pennsylvania, Early American Studies is a triannual journal dedicated to publishing original research on a broad range of topics.
Individuals: $37 / e-only: $30 | Students: $20
Institutions: $75 / e-only: $65

JOURNAL OF THE EARLY REPUBLIC
The Journal of the Early Republic publishes the best scholarship on the history and culture of the United States in the years from the Declaration of Independence to the outbreak of the Civil War.
Published for the Society for Historians of the Early American Republic. SHEAR membership includes an annual subscription to JER.

JOURNAL OF THE HISTORY OF IDEAS
Since 1940, the Journal of the History of Ideas has served as a medium for the publication of research in intellectual history that is of common interest to scholars in a wide range of fields.
Students: $32 | Individuals: $43 / e-only: $38
Institutions: $123 / e-only: $108

Visit journals.pennpress.org to subscribe.
History NEW FROM CHICAGO

Disturbing Practices
History, Sexuality, and Women’s Experience of Modern War
Laura Doan
PAPER $27.50

Sex Trafficking, Scandal, and the Transformation of Journalism, 1885–1917
Gretchen Soderlund
PAPER $27.50

Meet Joe Copper
Masculinity and Race on Montana’s World War II Home Front
Matthew L. Basso
PAPER $30.00

Dreamland of Humanists
Warburg, Cassirer, Panofsky, and the Hamburg School
Emily J. Levine
CLOTH $46.00

Tristan’s Shadow
Sexuality and the Total Work of Art after Wagner
Adrian Daub
CLOTH $45.00

Home Front
Daily Life in the Civil War North
Peter John Brownlee, Sarah Burns, Diane Dillon, Daniel Greene, and Scott Manning Stevens
With a Foreword by Adam Goodheart
CLOTH $35.00

Frontier Seaport
Detroit’s Transformation into an Atlantic Entrepôt
Catherine Cangany
CLOTH $45.00

Conceived in Doubt
Religion and Politics in the New American Nation
Amanda Porterfield
American Beginnings, 1500–1900
CLOTH $40.00

FORTHCOMING FALL 2014

A World More Concrete
Real Estate and the Remaking of Jim Crow South Florida
N. D. B. Connolly
Historical Studies of Urban America
CLOTH $45.00

City Water, City Life
Water and the Infrastructure of Ideas in Urbanizing Philadelphia, Boston, and Chicago
Carl Smith
PAPER $22.50

Blue Notes in Black and White
Photography and Jazz
Benjamin Cawthra
PAPER $30.00

Puerto Rican Citizen
History and Political Identity in Twentieth-Century New York
Lorrin Thomas
PAPER $30.00

The Limits of History
Constantin Fasolt
PAPER $30.00

Toward a Just World
The Critical Years in the Search for International Justice
Dorothy V. Jones
PAPER $25.00

What Soldiers Do
Sex and the American GI in World War II France
Mary Louise Roberts
PAPER $20.00

Think Tanks in America
Thomas Medvetz
PAPER $25.00

Hoodlums
Black Villains and Social Bandits in American Life
William L. Van Deburg
PAPER $17.50

A Surgical Temptation
The Demonization of the Foreskin and the Rise of Circumcision in Britain
Robert Darby
PAPER $25.00

Democracy in Latin America, 1760–1900
Volume 1, Civic Selfhood and Public Life in Mexico and Peru
Carlos A. Forment
Morality and Society Series
PAPER $30.00

Bernini
His Life and His Rome
Franco Mormando
PAPER $18.00

VISIT OUR BOOTH FOR 20% OFF THESE AND RELATED BOOKS
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS www.press.uchicago.edu
The Journal of Modern History
The leading American journal for the study of European history

The Journal of Modern History is the leading American journal for the study of European intellectual, political, and cultural history. The journal's geographic and temporal scope—the history of Europe since the Renaissance—makes it unique: JMH explores not only events and movements in specific countries but also broader questions that span particular times and places.

EDITORS: John W. Boyer and Jan E. Goldstein
Four issues/year | ISSN: 0022-2801 | E-ISSN: 1537-5358

Critical Historical Studies—NEW!
A new interdisciplinary journal that reflects on historical transformations in politics, culture, and social life

Critical Historical Studies is devoted to historical reflections on politics, culture, economy, and social life. In the broad tradition of critical theory, CHS explores the complex connections between cultural form and socioeconomic context. The journal publishes research and theoretical articles, review essays, and critical reflections on current cultural, political, and scholarly issues. The first issue of the first volume will be published in Spring 2014.

EDITORS: Manu Goswami, Moishe Postone, Andrew Sartori, and William H. Sewell, Jr.
Two issues/year | ISSN: 2326-4462 | E-ISSN: 2326-4470

American Art
ISSN: 1073-9300
E-ISSN: 1549-6503

American Political Thought
ISSN: 2161-1580
E-ISSN: 2161-1599

Isis
ISSN: 0021-1753
E-ISSN: 1545-6994

I Tatti Studies in the Italian Renaissance
ISSN: 0393-5949
E-ISSN: 2037-6731

Winterthur Portfolio
ISSN: 0084-0416
E-ISSN: 1545-6927

PLEASE STOP BY OUR BOOTH TO BROWSE OUR TITLES.
VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO SUBSCRIBE.

CHICAGO JOURNALS www.journals.uchicago.edu
WEYERHAEUSER ENVIRONMENTAL BOOKS  
EDITED BY WILLIAM CRONON

Tangled Roots  
The Appalachian Trail and American Environmental Politics  
SARAH MITTLEFELDT  
280 pp., $29.95 HC

Pests in the City  
Flies, Bedbugs, Cockroaches, and Rats  
DAWN DAY BIEHLER  
336 pp., $34.95 HC

Loving Nature,  
Fearing the State  
Environmentalism and Antigovernment Politics before Reagan  
BRIAN ALLEN DRAKE  
292 pp., $34.95 HC

Whales and Nations  
Environmental Diplomacy on the High Seas  
KURKPATRICK DORSEY  
360 pp., $34.95 HC

Vacationland  
Tourism and Environment in the Colorado High Country  
WILLIAM PHILPOTT  
488 pp., $39.95 HC

EMIL AND KATHLEEN SICK BOOK SERIES IN WESTERN HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY  
EDITED BY MOON-HO JUNG

Encounters in  
Avalanche Country  
A History of Survival in the Mountain West, 1820–1920  
DIANA L. DI STEFANO  
192 pp., $34.95 HC

The Nature of Borders  
Salmon, Boundaries, and Bandits on the Salish Sea  
LISSA K. WADEWITZ  
WINNER OF THE HAL K. ROTHMAN AWARD  
AND JOHN LYMAN BOOK AWARD  
328 pp., $25.95 PB

ALSO OF INTEREST

A Principled Stand  
The Story of Hirabayashi v. United States  
GORDON K. HIRABAYASHI  
WITH JAMES A. HIRABAYASHI  
AND LANE RYO HIRABAYASHI  
232 pp., $29.95 HC

Selected Letters of A. M. A. Blanchet, Bishop of Walla Walla and Nesqually (1846–1879)  
EDITED BY ROBERTA STRINGHAM BROWN  
AND PATRICIA C. CONNELL KILLEN  
288 pp., $40.00 HC

Empire and Identity in Guizhou  
Local Resistance to Qing Expansion  
JODI L. WEINSTEIN  
STUDIES ON ETHNIC GROUPS IN CHINA  
208 pp., $30.00 PB

Fighting for the Enemy  
Koreans in Japan’s War, 1937–1945  
BRANDON PALMER  
KOREAN STUDIES OF THE HENRY M. JACKSON SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES  
272 pp., $30.00 PB

Wrongful Deaths  
Selected Inquest Records from Nineteenth-Century Korea  
COMPILLED AND TRANSLATED BY SUN JOO KIM  
AND JUNGWON KIM  
KOREAN STUDIES OF THE HENRY M. JACKSON SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES  
280 pp., $30.00 PB

Church Resistance to Nazism in Norway, 1940–1945  
ARNE HASSING  
NEW DIRECTIONS IN SCANDINAVIAN STUDIES  
424 pp., $50.00 HC

30% Discount | Free Shipping | Booth 610 | www.washington.edu/uwpress
Get more from your brief book

THE AMERICAN PROMISE
A CONCISE HISTORY
FIFTH EDITION
James L. Roark, Emory University
Michael P. Johnson, Johns Hopkins University
Patricia Cline Cohen, University of California, Santa Barbara
Sarah Stage, Arizona State University
Susan M. Hartmann, The Ohio State University

The American Promise: A Concise History is a brief, inexpensive survey textbook with a clear political, chronological narrative that makes teaching and learning American history a snap. Streamlined by the authors themselves to create a truly concise book, the fifth edition is nearly 15 percent shorter than the fourth compact edition, yet it includes more primary sources than ever—including a new visual sources feature. It is also enhanced by LearningCurve, our easy-to-assign adaptive learning system that will ensure students come to class prepared.

Consider this text in a loose-leaf or e-book version, now integrated with LearningCurve and available in LaunchPad

A U.S. history text designed for understanding

UNDERSTANDING THE AMERICAN PROMISE
SECOND EDITION
James L. Roark, Emory University, Michael P. Johnson, Johns Hopkins University, Patricia Cline Cohen, University of California, Santa Barbara, Sarah Stage, Arizona State University, Susan M. Hartmann, The Ohio State University

Understanding the American Promise, Second Edition, features a brief, question-driven narrative that models for students the inquiry-based methods used by historians combined with innovative active learning pedagogy to help students understand what’s really important to know about U.S. history. This affordable text comes integrated with LearningCurve, an adaptive learning tool that helps students retain what they’ve read and come to class prepared.

U.S. History
Help your students think historically

**AMERICA’S HISTORY**
EIGHTH EDITION
James A. Henretta, University of Maryland
Rebecca Edwards, Vassar College
Eric Hinderaker, University of Utah
Robert O. Self, Brown University

Consider this text in a loose-leaf or e-book version, now integrated with LearningCurve and available in LaunchPad

Known for its interpretive voice and thoughtful analysis, America’s History models exactly the kind of thinking and writing students need to be successful. An accessible and balanced narrative with built-in primary sources and skills-based pedagogy gives students practice in thinking historically, and features new ways of mastering the content so that students come to class prepared. Now integrated with LearningCurve—an online adaptive learning tool that reinforces students’ reading—and accompanied by a wealth of supporting resources and digital options, including an all-new companion reader, that give teachers and students the tools they need to be successful.

The best brief book on the market just got better

**AMERICA**
A CONCISE HISTORY
FIFTH EDITION
James A. Henretta, University of Maryland, Rebecca Edwards, Vassar College, Robert O. Self, Brown University

Also available as an e-book

Among the most successful brief texts, America: A Concise History shares the hallmarks of the full-length text while offering a briefer narrative at the right price for today’s students.

bedfordstmartins.com/henretta/catalog

developmentbedfordstmartins.com/henretta/catalo
Everything you need to get your students doing history

EXPLORING AMERICAN HISTORIES
A BRIEF SURVEY WITH SOURCES
Nancy A. Hewitt and Steven F. Lawson both of Rutgers University

Consider this text in a loose-leaf or e-book version, now integrated with LearningCurve and available in LaunchPad

Exploring American Histories puts investigating sources and thinking about the many stories of American history right at the center of your course. The distinctive format integrates primary documents and a brief narrative into one cost effective and easy-to-use volume. The text is also integrated with LearningCurve, online quizzing that adapts to what your students need to learn and helps them come to class prepared.

Explore U.S. histories at an affordable price

EXPLORING AMERICAN HISTORIES
A BRIEF SURVEY, VALUE EDITION
Nancy A. Hewitt and Steven F. Lawson both of Rutgers University

Consider this text in an e-book version, now integrated with LearningCurve and available in LaunchPad

Exploring American Histories, Value Edition, presents the U.S. history narrative in a two-color trade format with selected maps and images from the full-length text. With both the integrated media, which includes online document projects and LearningCurve, an online adaptive learning tool, and the complete supplements package from the full-length text, the Value Edition offers everything cost-conscious instructors and students need for their U.S. history course.

U.S. History
Introduce your students to the people of the past

**A HISTORY OF WESTERN SOCIETY**

**ELEVENTH EDITION**

John P. McKay, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Clare Haru Crowston, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Merry E. Wiesner-Hanks, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Joe Perry, Georgia State University

Consider this text in a loose-leaf or e-book version, now integrated with LearningCurve and available in LaunchPad

This comprehensive text features a new, expansive primary source program in-text and online, and a full array of features, images, and maps. Enhanced with a wealth of digital content—including online document assignments for each chapter and an interactive e-book with auto-graded exercises—the eleventh edition provides readily assignable options for instructors and new ways for students to master the content. Now integrated with LearningCurve, an adaptive online resource that helps students retain the material and come to class prepared.

**A lively, readable narrative at the right price**

**A HISTORY OF WESTERN SOCIETY**

**VALUE EDITION**

John P. McKay, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Clare Haru Crowston, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Merry E. Wiesner-Hanks, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Joe Perry, Georgia State University

Consider this text in an e-book version, now integrated with LearningCurve and available in LaunchPad

The brand new Value Edition of *A History of Western Society* is a two-color, trade-size text that includes the full narrative of the eleventh edition and select images, maps, and primary sources. With a complete supplements package from the full-length text—including access to LearningCurve, Bedford's new adaptive online resource, and new online document assignments—the Value Edition offers a wealth of resources at an affordable price.

Western Civilization
Western civilization...at a great price

**THE MAKING OF THE WEST**
PEOPLES AND CULTURES A CONCISE HISTORY
FOURTH EDITION
Lynn Hunt, University of California, Los Angeles, Thomas R. Martin, College of the Holy Cross, Barbara H. Rosenwein, Loyola University Chicago, Bonnie G. Smith, Rutgers University

With a chronological narrative that offers a truly global context, *The Making of the West: A Concise History* tells the story of the cross-cultural exchanges that have shaped Western history. Its size offers the flexibility of a brief text with a host of attractive packaging options, including a free companion reader. The result is a brief book that, in addition to being an excellent price, is an excellent value.

**WAYS OF THE WORLD**
A BRIEF GLOBAL HISTORY WITH SOURCES
SECOND EDITION
Robert W. Strayer, The College at Brockport: State University of New York

This brief-by-design narrative is truly global and focuses on significant historical trends, themes, and developments in world history. Following each chapter’s narrative are collections of primary written and visual sources organized around a particular theme, issue, or question so that students can consider the evidence the way historians do. This edition is integrated with LearningCurve—an online adaptive learning tool that helps students come to class better prepared.
Social history for a changing world

A HISTORY OF WORLD SOCIETIES
NINTH EDITION
John P. McKay, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Patricia Buckley Ebrey, University of Washington
Roger B. Beck, Eastern Illinois University
Clare Haru Crowston, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Merry E. Wiesner-Hanks, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Consider this text in a loose-leaf or e-book version

A History of World Societies introduces students to the global past through social history and the stories and voices of the people who lived it. With more global connections and comparisons, more documents, special features and activities that teach historical analysis, and an entirely new look, the ninth edition is even more teachable than previous editions.

World history, designed for understanding

UNDERSTANDING WORLD SOCIETIES
A BRIEF HISTORY
John P. McKay, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Patricia Buckley Ebrey, University of Washington, Roger B. Beck, Eastern Illinois University, Clare Haru Crowston, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Merry E. Wiesner-Hanks, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Consider this text in a loose-leaf or e-book version

Based on the highly successful A History of World Societies, this briefer, less expensive edition pairs its narrative with distinctive pedagogy, designed to help students focus on significant developments as they read and review. An innovative end-of-chapter study guide helps students master key facts and move towards synthesis.
The Bedford Series in History and Culture

Advisory Editors: Lynn Hunt, University of California, Los Angeles; David W. Blight, Yale University; Bonnie G. Smith, Rutgers University; Natalie Zemon Davis, University of Toronto

For over twenty years, the Bedford Series in History and Culture has made primary sources available and affordable for use in a wide range of history courses. Visit our Web site at bedfordstmartins.com/history/series to see a full list of available books. Thank you for your continued support and interest in the Bedford Series in History and Culture!

The sources you want from the publisher you trust

Bedford Digital Collections for HISTORY

Bedford Digital Collections offers a dynamic new approach to teaching with primary sources. Flexible and affordable, this online repository of discovery-oriented projects offers both fresh and canonical sources that are ready to assign and can be customized to suit the way you teach. Learn more at bedfordstmartins.com/bdc/catalog.
Two new, must-read publications for students:

**Historical Research in Archives: A Practical Guide**

By Samuel J. Redman

An aid to researchers working in 21st-century archives, this pamphlet presents practical information on everything from tracking down archival sources to the nuts-and-bolts of recording information, from organizing archival material to using the latest technologies.

$10 ($7 for AHA members)

**Creating History Papers**

By Bradford C. Brown

This reference guide is a must-read for all history students that addresses the “hows” of history papers and presents technical information to aid in the process of researching, writing, and documenting.

96 pages | © 2013 | ISBN: 978-0-87229-204-8
$12 ($8.40 for AHA members)

Purchase these books and more at the AHA’s booth in Exhibit Hall A of the Marriott Wardman Park (booth 800 and 802), or online at: historians.org/ahastore
LAUNCHPAD
bedfordstmartins.com/launchpad

The new standard in digital history, LaunchPad is an easy-to-use online course space that makes it easier than ever to create assignments, track homework, and access a wealth of relevant learning and teaching resources. LaunchPad takes spectacular content from Bedford/St. Martin’s history resources—the LearningCurve adaptive learning tool, e-books, documents, maps, video, and more—and marries it to a clear, uncluttered and simple interface. It is the ideal learning environment for students to work with the materials of the course. It’s the e-book plus a whole lot more!

LEARNINGCURVE
bedfordstmartins.com/learningcurve

LaunchPad includes LearningCurve—a fun, interactive program that adapts to what your students know and gets students to read the textbook and rehearse its contents. By assigning LearningCurve, you can ensure that your students have read textbook material before they come to class. All you have to do is assign due dates to the activities. LearningCurve is also available integrated with select titles at no additional cost. Students receive access when they purchase a new book.